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TAIL-BEHAVIOUR OF LOCATION ESTIMATORS IN NON-REGULAR 
CASES 
Jana JURECKOVA 
Abstract: Let X - , . . . , X be a sample from a population 
with the density f(x~©) such that f(x) » 0 for x # ( - a , a ) , a> 
> 0 . It i s proved that the probabi l i t ies P~(T -9 <-a+oO, 
PQ(Tn-0) >a-cT) with Tn being a translation-equivariant e s -
timator of 9 tend to 0 as cT4 0 at most n-times faster than 
F(-a+oO and l - F ( a - c / ) f respect ive ly . I t i s proved that the 
upper bounds are attained by every L-estimator T which puts 
pos i t ive weights on the extreme observations while the upper 
bound cannot be attained i f the extreme observations are trim-
med-off. I t among others means that, in the case of d is tr ibu-
tion with compact support f the sample mean dominates the sam-
ple median. 
Key words: Translation-equivariant estimator, L-estima-
tor, distribution with compact support. 
Class i f icat ion: 62F11, 62005 
!• Introduction. Let X^,X 2 , . . . be a sequence of indepen-
dent random variables, identical ly distributed according to 
an absolutely continuous distribution function F(x-9) with 
the density f (x -9) such that 
(1.1) f ( x ) > 0 for - a < x < a f a > 0 
f (x ) a o for x----af x > a f 
(1.2) 
l i » J"* F(-a+cT) = A 
lim J"1* l -F (a -cO) = B 
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and 
H » or1~oCf(-a+<n » A# 
(1 .3) M 
liai d - ^ f U - o r ) * B' 
where oc , (I are f i n i t e posit iTe constants and A, A% B, B* 
are f i n i t e pos i t ive numbers. The problem i s that of est imat-
ing the location parameter 0. 
The asymptotic theory of estimation of location ef the 
distr ibution with the compact support was developed by Aka-
hira £U,L23 fE3J. He dealt with the existence ef consistent 
estimator of 9, with the rate of the consistency and with the 
asymptotic distribution of the estimators* Under the assump-
tion that f i s twice d i f ferent iab l e , s a t i s f i e s ( 1 . 1 ) , ( 1 . 3 ) 
and 
l i m c T ^ l f ^ - m + c O l » A" 
(1.4) M 
l i m c f ^ i f ' U - c n l • B* 0<A" B*< CO 
and if f"(x) is bounded in the case T = min (oCf/3 ).£ 2f Aka-
hira ill proved the existence of ̂ -consistent estimator ef 
© with cn depending on T • Wile cn « m
3^2 if T > 2 and 
cn • (n.log n )
1 * 2 if t * 2 and the corresponding cnweensist-
ent estimator is e.g. the maximum likelihood estimator, cn * 
* n 1 ^ if 0 < tf< 2 and one of the possible consistent esti-
mators is 
(1.5) Tn » \ (l^ • j£n)) 
where XI -6 • ••^*n «-*e *ne order statistics corresponding 
Moreover, Akahira proved in C31 that the statistic 
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(J^ 1'^ 1 1*) is asymptotically sufficient as n —> 00 ia the 
sense of LeCam [101, whatever ia the value ©f j ? 0. 
Let us restrict attention to the trans la tion-equi vari-
ant e s t imators . , i.e. to the estimators T n satisfying (2*1) 
below and among them to the estimators satisfying the natu-
ral condition -^1)^ \4c**)* 
We shall consider the finite-sample behaviour of the estima-
tors; more precisely, the behaviour of the probabilities 
(1.6) -VV* **-a*or)f V V "
 0>a-°r> 
for small values of t/> 0. These probabilities tend to 0 aa 
c O 0; we expect from a good estimator T that the probabili-
ties in (1.6) tend to 0 aa fast as possible. 
More authors have considered similar measure of perfor-
mance of estimators of location in the case that the under-
lying distribution is extended over all real line (Bahadur 
[43 and H5l>Fu [63, Si ever s Cll] have considered the case 
n —y co f Juredkova* C7J,C9-1 has considered the tail-behavi-
our of estimators for a fixed n). The present paper is an ex-
tension of the author's results of t 73 and [ 91 to the non-re-
gular case of distributions with compact support. Some of the 
present results are analogous to those being valid in the re-
gular case while other results are quite different. It turns 
out that the statistics (X^1 ,-̂ n ) f being proved by Akahira 
as asymprotically sufficient, play a fundamental role for the 
distributions extended over a bounded interval, regardless 
of the values of y a min (oc, ft ). 
We shall show that the rate of convergence of probabili-
ties in (1.6) to 0 is at most n-times faater than the rata 
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of convergence of F(-a+oO and (l-F(a-eO) to 0, respective-
ly, as ofy 0. Similarly as in Jurefckova C7J, we shall prove 
that trimming-off the extreme observations restricts the sco-
pe of possible rates of convergence for an L-estimator of B 
and the convergence is f(n+l)/2j -times faster than that of 
Ff-a+aO or (l-F(a-cO) in the case of the sample median (if 
n=2k+l). 
On the other hand, unlike in the regular case, we shall 
show that the estimator (1.5), or more generally, 
(1.7) Tn = ^X^
1* + U - > ) X ( n \ 0 < A< 1 
attains the upper bound in the rate of convergence of (1.6). 
We shall even prove that the same property has the sample mean 
and more generally, that the same property has every L-estima-
tor T ss4/!r'fci ^n sucn that c*i>0t c -̂  0, whatever are the 
values cc f £ . It among others implies that the sample mean 
dominates the sample median with respect to the tail-behavi-
our in the non-regular cases. 
The lower and upper bounds on the rate of convergence are 
derived in Section 2. Section 3 then investigates the tail-
behaviour of L-estimators of ©. 
2. Lower and upper bounds on the rate of convergence. 
Let X-pX2,... be a sequence of independent random variables, 
identically distributed according to the distribution func-
tion F(x-Q) which has the density f (x-9) such that F and t 
satisfy (1.1) - (1.3). Let T n = ^ ^ f * * * ^
 be ^ e*tia»-
tor of © based on X ^ , . . . , . ^ . We shall restrict our conside-
rations to the estimators which are translation-equivariant, 
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i . e . which s a t i s f y 
(2.1) V x l+ c f - t^i+ c ) = VX1»"-'V * °> C€ 
and moreover, which a re such that 
(2.2) x£X)x T £ ^ n ) 
where ^ >£ # . . ^ ^ ( n ) ^ g t h e o r d e r s t a t i s t i c s of ( X 1 ? . . . 
. . . , X n ) . x>enote 
to *\ *.- „ - log Pa(T - 0 < - a + o O 
( 2 . 3 ) W{T ^) * -— 9 n 6-
- log FC-a+oT) 
and 
(2.4) *+( V ) . ~ ^ V V * ^ > § 0 ^ ^ 2 a . 
n - l o g U - F ( a - o O ) 
It is desirable to find an estimator &n for which the pro-
babilities 
(2.5) V T n < - a + c T ) f P0(Tn-©)>a-or) 
tend to 0 as cf^ 0 as fast as possible • The following theo-
rem shows that the rates of convergence in which F(-a+oT) 
and l-F(a-eO tend to 0, respectively, provide a natural up-
per and lower bounds on the rate of convergence of probabili-
ties in (2.5). Analogous bounds appeared in the regular case 
(see C91). 
Theorem 2.1+ Let X-pX^,.-. be independent random vari-
ables, identically distributed according to an absolutely 
continuous distribution function P(x-O) with the density 
f(x-9) such that F and f satisfy (1.1) - (1.3). Then, for 
every translation-equivariant estimator Tn * Tn(X^f....X^) 
of © satisfying (2.2), it holds 
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(2.6) l-TřjjLB"(T ,cf)éli» B~(T w fa0^n cf̂ O n <&0 n 
and 
(2.7) - - ^ B + ( V o r ) á i 5 B X t o r ) ^ . %Fd n <&o 
gfroof. It holds 
* W e < - a + ^ > * P0(Tn<-a4.oT)^P0(X
(1)<-a+</') 





(n)<-a+</) * (F(-8^oT))nf 
thus lim B~(T ,of )-£n. The proof for B*(T f oO is analogous. 
<f4rO u u 
3. Tail-behaviour of L-estimators. Taking the lower 
and upper bounds of Section 2 into account, we are interest-
ed in the behaviour of various estimators from this point of 
view. A broad class of estimators satisfying (2.1) and (2.2) 
is that of L-estimators of the form 
(3-D -a-Jh'i-i" 
with c.j2: Of i--If...fn; -5^ c^
 s 1. This class covers the sam-
ple mean, the sample median as well as the estimators (1.7). 
CD (V 
The following theorem shows that trimming-off XL {•••f3L 
increases the lower bound in (2.6) by k-. and decreases the 
upper bound in (2.7) by k-,; an analogous e f fect provides 
(n-k9+l) irx\ 
trimming-off X^ d , . . . , I £ n i . 
m/ / J \ 
Theorem 3 . 1 . Let Tn
 s .51. c^ .X£x/ be an L-estimator of 
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^ baaed on X ^ , . . . , . ^ and l e t the distribution of -C -̂ 0 s a -
t i s f y (1.1) - ( 1 . 3 ) , i * l f . . . f n . Put c 0 * c n + 1 « 0. Then. i £ 
° i s ° tSL °£ * - * ! and for n-k2+ l ^ i ^ n + l f where 0 ^ 1 ^ • 
• k 2 < » f i t holds 
(3.2) fc.+l^lim B ~ ( ^ , < n * i 5 B*(Tf oD^n-k^ 1 ZTo f+o n * 
and 
(3.3) V - l i s Hm B*(T , < n ^ l i . i B * ( T n f c ? ) ^ n - k v 
Proof. I t follows from the assumptions of the theorem 
"TE"+1) (n-kp) 
that \ x ± T n ~ * n •
 T h e n 
(k,+D n _ , k ^ l 
P 0(Tn<-a+</')^P 0(Xn
 X < . a + c / ) i r ] ^ - T t ^
1 ) (F(-a+cT )) X 
which implies the first inequality in (3.2). The remaining 
inequalities are proved analogously. 
Corollary. Let T n be the median of the sample X,,...,-^ 
from a distribution F(x-G) satisfying (1.1) - (1.3). Then 
(3.4) «S-*lim B*(TwfcO.*lEi B*(T„, «/>£ £ U f orn even z ?Zd n <r*o n 2  
and 
(3.5) lia BTCT-, oO = H m B+(T f oO « S ^ for n odd. 
The behaviour of L-estimators described in Theorem 3.1 
and its corollary is quite analogous as in the regular case 
(see C71 and 191). The situation is quite different in the 
case of L-estimators which put positive weights on the ext-
reme observations, i.e. for which °^>0» c n > ^ * ^ e ^°^-ow^n& 
theorem states that any such L-estimator attains the upper 
bounds both in (2.6) and (2.7), whatever are the values «C fp> 
in (1.2) and (1.3). This among others implies that, in the 
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case of the sample from a distribution with the compact sup-
port, such estimators as the sample mean and the estimators 
of the type (1.7) have more favourable tail-behaviour than 
the sample median. The results may be surprising but they 
are consistent with Akahira's result on the asymptotic suf-
ficiency of (-f^1*,-*^). 
Theorem 3.2. Let %\9* •• $Ks be independent random vari-
ables, identically distributed according to the distribution 
function F(x-0) such that F and its density f satisfy (1.1) -
(1.3). Let Tw =-.!.£. c. XJ; ' be an L-estimator of 9 such that 
(3.6) c1> 0f cn> 0. 
Then it holds 
(3.7) lim B"*(T foO = lim B*(T fCT) = n. 
The theorem will be proved with the aid of the following 
Lemma 3.1. Let Tn be the estimator of the form 
(3.8) Tn « ^X^
1 ) * (1-Ji) X^11* , 0 < ^ < 1 . 
Then, under the assumptions (1.1) - (1.3), it holds 
(3.9) lim B~(T fcT) » lim B*(T , oT) =- n. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. From the well-known joint density 
of X^ * and X^1 f we could easily derive the density of T : 
it has the form 
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f. в j ą £ l / [ P i - ^ ) - ғ ( u ) j n - 2 f ( i j ÿ ) f ( u ) du 
. . . -a< t< a(l-2Я ) 
(3.10) , 
g(t) -< 
ninzli jf [ p ( t t ) _ p ( t - ( l - * ?u } ] n-2 f ( t - ( l - a ) u ) f ( u ) • 
. . . a(l-2A )< t < a 
0 . . . otherwise 
so that , for 0<o>< 2(1-A )a, 
P 0 (T n <-a+d") = n / L F C ^ w * ' ) - F ( u ) ]
n _ 1 f(u) du 
- 0 / 
(3.11) 
4 n l F ( - a + jfijgj- )J n ' 1 .F(-a+oT). 
I t follows from (1.2) that, to arv̂ t *> 0, there exists 
a cfl> 0 such that o 
(3.12) (A-e )tf**F(-a*cr)<F(-a+ i~5T>£CA+e ) (1-A T^cT^ 
holds for cTc (0. o O . so that 3 o ' 
/#fc AA . - l og [n (A+e)
n ( l -A)~ n *3- nct-logcT 
(3>B) B (T / ) > 2 
-log(A- g, )-oc»log of 
holds for O^ccf <: d and this implies that 
(3.14) lim B~(T ycT)>n. 
If we put Y. = -X., i = l , . . . , n and 
(3.15) Tn =- (1-A) Y^
1} + AYn
n) a - Tn 
we get quite analogously that 
(3.16) lim B+(T , c O £ n , 




Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let T n «jJE H^to ** a n Ir"e8"* 




(3.18) T^} = ^ j 4 1 } * ( 1 -*j> 4 n ) t J s l t 2 
and 
(3.19) A x ^ | > i * A 2 - c r 
Then 0 < f t j < l f j=i f2 and i t follows from (3.17) that 
F 0 ( T n < - a + c f ) - P 0 C T i 1 ) < - " a * f c r ) 
(3.20) 
P 0 ( T n > a ^ d - ) - P 0 ( T i 2 ) > a " c r ) # 
Theorem 3.2 then follows from Lemma 3.1 and from Theorem 3.1. 
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